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Say hello to Go2; the new name for DMC Distribution.
A new name to reflect customers’ experience of being the ‘go-to’ independent supplier of printer & copier supplies. 

CROYDON, 24 September 2019 – DMC Distribution, the specialist printer and supplies distributor 
to resellers in the UK, has announced that from today, they will be rebranding to Go2 distribution. 
The new name for the long-time trusted distributor comes after a year of transformative change, 
with new premises and bespoke warehousing that will open in October 2019 supported by the 
implementation of a new ERP back-office system. Go2‘s sales director Damian Kelly comments:

“We are not resting on our laurels and want to continually improve and build on our position as one 
of the UK’s most experienced print and copier supplies distributors. By moving into new premises 
with 10,000 sq. ft of specialised warehousing, allows us to further grow our product offering as well 
as improving efficiency and logistics, and our new ERP system will streamline the order processing 
cycle and provide resellers with EDI ordering and real time stock information.” 

A growth in new customers along with feedback over the past financial year has established the 
business as the ‘go-to’ trade-only specialist for copier and printer supplies.

Knowledge is a key element to Go2’s success, with almost 30 years of trading experience and an 
expert sales team supplying the UK and Europe’s leading trade resellers, they have insight into 
the resellers needs, whatever their size.

With the acquisition of the Eco compatible range of toners to complement its award winning 
planitgreen toner range as well as significantly increasing its depth of range in HP, Brother and 
Kyocera printer supplies, Go2’s increased capability and stock-holding will benefit the reseller 
greatly.

“With all the economic and political uncertainly we are facing we want our customers and suppliers 
to know who your Go2 supplier is, safe in the knowledge that we are certain about how we will grow 
and improve our business for them”. Damian Kelly, Sales Director, Go2 distribution.

In a market that is already saturated with vendors, Go2’s printer and copier supplies expertise 
offer resellers a trusted and reliable distribution partner and an enhanced customer experience.
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